HyperGrid Named a Visionary in Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Management Platforms
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About HyperGrid
HyperGrid is helping enterprises and MSPs master the challenge of managing hybrid and multi-cloud environments as requirements and technologies increase in complexity. HyperGrid’s HyperCloud Intelligent Cloud Platform helps businesses Cloud Smarter by delivering end-to-end visibility, control, and automation. HyperCloud is powered by a predictive analytics engine with over 400 million benchmarked data points, enabling organizations to efficiently plan, migrate, optimize, manage, and scale their cloud operations. Headquartered in San Jose, Calif., HyperGrid supports a diverse global customer base across industry segments including finance, insurance, healthcare, oil & gas, construction, retail, FED/SLED, and telco. For more information, please visit www.hypergrid.com.
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